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Appearance

9 - Model material
Performance

10 - One in a lifetime
Attitude

Aims to please, enthusiastic
Atmosphere

Relaxed
Session Location

Culver City

General Details
Penny is a beautiful girl, she answered the door
in a pair of skin tight cotton short shorts and a
white cotton belly T-shirt, the night only got
better from there. I will repeat when I get the
chance.

The Juicy Details
I made the appointment for two hours through
her assistant Skyler. She gave me the address a
couple of hours before the appointment, her
process is was flawless and soon I was standing
in front of her apartment door. As I knocked the
door opened to a sight that's still burned into
me head. Penny is the definition of a spinner
5'2" & 95#. Her body is toned but soft, flat
tummy beautiful little bubble butt, and A cup
breasts. She has straight back hair down to the
small of her back and dark bedroom eyes. The
cotton shorts she had on hugged her little ass
and sweet box and left just enough to your
imagination. A quick hug and a kiss and I took a
quick shower at her request. We then had some
get to know ya talk as she gave me a quick back
rub and then the fun began.
We when through multiple sessions of LFK, DFK,
body exploration both of us, ss, fiv, fia, daty,
dato, 69, Bbbj, DT, mish, and ended in Greece.
She had her first of many O's during Fiv/fia, she
is very vocal when she o's and there was no
doubt that it was real she came very close to
squirting, she has one of the
hottest(temperature) V's I've ever felt, that was
really a turn on.
She have me some of the best bbbj's of my life.
She must love giving them because it seemed
like she was there most of the session.
69 was fantastic, her o-Ing and me trying not to
as she engulfed me down her throat, I swear
she has no gag reflex. She only came up to
breath.
We both came in mish, a combination of her
hip grinding and me hammering away as hard
as I could.
My best sight was her kneeling on the bed with
her ass facing the mirror as she gave me a bbbj.
What a sight that ass is. On second though, the
sight of her ss up and down my member was
unforgettable, she would start down low and
pull her ass cheeks apart so I was sliding on
both her a & y and slide slowly all the way to
the head of my rock hard member and stop just
before she went too far and the slowly back
down. This was right before mish, and the
perfect way to build up to it.
We ended the night in Greek, she is tight, tight,
tight.
This was a night I will remember for a long time,
she may have just ruined me for the everyday
provider.
Penny is something special, if you get a chance
to meet her don't hesitate.
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